This procedure gives a strengthened corner with visual appeal.

Arriscraft stone is uniform in color and texture throughout the stone. This means the stone can be cut to length and finished on site.

Split the unit to the length and angle for the corner opening.

Chisel back the edges of the split surfaces to remove the excess “eyebrow” of stone. For tumbled edges, this end can be “antiqued” by light hammering of sharp edges and faces.

It is possible to split the stone on an angle to building a lapped 45-degree corner.

Finish smooth ends using a hand grinder with a 50-grit disk or a belt sander with 50-grit silicon carbide abrasive.

Always wear proper respiratory and eye protection when undertaking these finishing operations.

MASON’S TIP #  3
End Finishing

Questions? Call 1-800-265-8123
and ask to speak with our Technical Services Department.